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Photoelectron-counting distributions are obtained for stochastic light that is caused to scintillate by pas-
sage through a random medium. The result is applied specifically to transmission of amplitude-stabilized
radiation, with and without independent additive background, and of chaotic radiation, through the turbu-
lent atmosphere. The counting distribution is found to broaden markedly and its peak occurs at decreasing
count numbers for increasing turbulence. The cases studied here are of particular interest for low-level direct
optical communications and radar using single-mode lasers, multimode lasers, thermal sources, and scatter-
ing targets. The results are obtained by extending the usual formulation of photoelectron counting; a product
of two random variables, the source intensity and the effect of the turbulent medium, rather than the usual
single stochastic irradiance, is considered. Plots of the counting distributions for various degrees of turbulence
and for several signal-to-noise ratios are presented. A possible explanation is given for the observed decrease
of the log-amplitude variance to values below the saturation value in long path length and high turbulence
experiments.
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The effects of the atmosphere on the irradiance fluctua-
tions of a beam of radiant energy passing through it are
important for optical communications and radar sys-
tems, and have been studied extensively.1 -10 In all of
the results discussed to date, however, the detected flux
is relatively intense, and a continuous current is ob-
tained from the photoelectric receiver. In this paper,
we examine such systems at low irradiance levels and
for short detection time intervals, whereupon the photo-
detector output consists of randomly distributed dis-
crete pulses, rather than a continuous current. This
work is therefore especially pertinent to laser communi-
cations and radar systems in which the path length is
large and the bit rate for transmitting information is
high.

Experimental work to date2 -5 has been consistent
with the prediction that the statistics of the irradiance
fluctuations imposed by the atmosphere on otherwise
steady radiation are log normal; i.e., the logarithm of
the irradiance, and also of the field amplitude, is
normally distributed. A simple model for this result

envisions it as arising from the cumulative action of
successive refractive-index irregularities, or packets of
turbulence, encountered by the beam.",3 The effect of
each of these on the flux reaching the detector is repre-
sentable by a random multiplicative factor. The loga-
rithm of the radiant power, after transmission through
the atmosphere, is then a sum of that of the source and
a large number of additive, independent, stochastic
variables. By the central-limit theorem, this sum of
logarithms ought to be normally distributed, with
a variance related to the level of atmospheric
turbulence.'-"

In the experiments reported so far, the bandwidth of
the photodetector is sufficiently large (usually of the
order of kilohertz) for the photodetector current to
follow the time development of the log-normally distri-
buted stochastic irradiance at the detector. The photo-
current itself is then also log-normally distributed and
it is this continuous current that has been studied.
Stochastic fluctuations of the intensity of the source
may also occur, however, and usually at a rate more
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rapid than that of the atmospheric fluctuations. In con-
ventional experiments, these fluctuations fall outside
the photodetector bandwidth and are therefore not
seen. By contrast, in counting experiments, the observa-
tion time T may be smaller than the coherence time r0
of the source radiation, in which case the resultant
counting distribution will depend not only on the atmo-
spheric fluctuations but on the source radiation statis-
tics as well.

We inquire here into the photoelectron-counting
statistics to be expected from stochastic radiation, after
it has passed through the turbulent atmosphere. Count-
ing-time intervals T that are short compared to both
the atmospheric fluctuation time ra and the source
coherence time Te are considered, as well as several other
combinations of time scales. The photoelectric detector
is taken to be signal-noise as opposed to thermal-noise
limited"! and, for the visible region of the spectrum, is
generally a photomultiplier. We specifically investigate
the cases of a stable ideal single-mode laser source, a
chaotic source, and a stable source plus independent
additive noise, such as stray light or detector dark
current.

I. COUNTING STATISTICS

The photoelectron-counting statistics for fluctuating
light passing through a medium whose transmittance
varies stochastically may be obtained as an extension of
Mandel's formula.12-18 Although the counting distribu-
tion may still be expressed as

the stochastic variable

tFT

E= f a((tQIQI)dtf (2)

must be reexamined. In the usual formulation, this is
the exposure of the photodetector during a time T to
an irradiance I, with a a constant incorporating the
quantum efficiency and the area of the photodetector.
For T<<rC, averaging with respect to E has been con-
sidered equivalent to averaging with respect to the
statistics of the source intensity. In the present case,
the irradiance fluctuations are a resultant of those of the
source intensity and those imposed by the turbulent
medium. In many cases, both effects can be accounted
for while leaving Eq. (2) intact if I is reinterpreted as
the source intensity and a is taken to include not merely
the quantum efficiency of the detector but also the over-
all transfer function from source to photosensitive
surface. This can include the effects of various optical
components, as well as the characteristics of the media
through which the light has passed. The factor a can
hence be time varying, either deterministically or sto-
chastically, and must then remain under the integral in
Eq. (2). This model is valid when the medium between

the source and the detector acts as a linear irradiance
filter or, as in the present case, when an effective
multiplicative function, which may result from inter-
ference, can be found. To determine the statistics of the
exposure E, it is assumed that fluctuations in I and in
a are statistically independent.

Actually, any or all of the quantities I, ce, X, and T
that determine the exposure in Eq. (2) may be random.
Various investigators have implicitly considered several
of these as time varying, but generally only one as
random. We consider both a and I to be randomly
fluctuating, independently, with both processes station-
ary, so that the results are independent of t in Eq. (2).
We emphasize that when modulation of the type speci-
fied above is introduced between the source and the
detector, it is a rather than I that is to be considered as
varied in time, although the distinction is unimportant
until both a and I vary, independently. For TK<T,, 7a,

such variations imposed on the instantaneous irradiance
are equivalent to modulation of its mean, as we indi-
cated in earlier work dealing with square-wave, sinu-
soidal, and triangular modulation of a stochastically
radiating source."8

II. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

Consider quasimonochromatic light directly incident
on a photoelectron counter, yielding an average of N
counts in an observation-time interval T. This count
rate is proportional to the mean irradiance. The actual
count in a particular observation is random, with a dis-
crete probability distribution po(nNY). This is conven-
tional photoelectron counting notation, which might be
more properly written as po(n/1N). For example,
amplitude-stabilized radiation leads to a Poisson distri-
bution of the photoelectrons"2-"l

po{n iJ) = (Nv"/ !)eN. (3)

Chaotic radiation, as from a thermal source, gives rise
to photoelectron counts with a Bose-Einstein, or geo-
metric distribution"2-18

po(n,X) = l~n/(Ni I)1+', (4)

provided that T<<,r and the detector area is much
smaller than the coherence area.

If this light now passes through the atmosphere, a
random modulation of the mean irradiance is imposed
on it. The corresponding modulated mean count K
during an observation period T then has the (contin-
uous) log-normal distribution

P(K)= exp(-[ln (K/iNr)+c212]2/2a2)/(2r) taK, (3)

where N is the over-all mean of the counts produced by
the doubly fluctuating light at the detector and a is
the standard deviation of the logarithm of K.

The photoelectron counting statistics for the radia-
tion modulated by the atmosphere are given by"
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p(n,a,N) =f po(nK)P(K)dK, (6)

where po(n,K) is the distribution of counts, with mean
K, that would be obtained in the absence of the atmo-
sphere. The mean count N and the logarithmic standard
deviation a are parameters in P (K). We assume that the
modulation imposed by the atmosphere does not affect
the radiation statistics of the source, so that the two
random processes are independent. This also justifies
considering the modulation as imposed on the mean
irradiance, rather than on the instantaneous value.

A general evaluation of the integral in Eq. (6) may
be made by the method of steepest descent. The variable
of integration is changed to lnK and the undisturbed
probability distribution po(n,K) is expressed as an ex-
ponential of its own logarithm. The point of stationarity
for the combined exponential is then sought and a
Taylor-series expansion about that point readily yields
an approximate expression for the modulated-light
counting statistics. The approximation is excellent
under weak conditions on the form of the unmodulated
distribution po(n,K).

Formally, let

qm(n,N) = dmlnpo(n,N)/a(lnN)m (7)

and determine M implicitly for each n from the station-
arity condition

lnM=lnN- 'a2 +a2 q1(n,M). (8)

A power-series expansion in the variable

x= Eln(K/M)]/o- (9)

is to be made. Thus, in the integral,

P(K)dK= exp[-42(x+aql)2]dx/(27r)P

l-,

Z ~ cr- 1.5
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FIG. 1. Photoelectron counting distributions for amplitude-
stabilized light, after transmission through the atmosphere. The
level of turbulence is indicated by the logarithmic-irradiance
standard deviation G. The mean count isN =50 for all cases shown.

the photoelectron-counting statistics for amplitude-
stabilized light that has passed through the atmosphere
are given very closely by

Mne-M exp[- -2(M-n)2 ]
p (n,,N) = M 1

(10)

and

po (nK) = po(n,M)exp (xrq± +2x 2a2q2)expR (x), (11)

in which the remainder term R(x) is of order X3a&q3.

Provided that this can be neglected in comparison with
x2(1-a2 q2) in the exponent, the integral in Eq. (6)
yields the approximation

po(n,M) exp[_4a2q12(nM)]

X't'a"iV) = 1- 2q2nM] (12)

The result applies to any reasonable, single-peaked
distribution po(n,N).

For the case of amplitude-stabilized radiation, the
Poisson distribution given by Eq. (3) yields

qi(n,N) = n-N, q2(n,N) =-N, (13)

so that the procedure requires the solution of

lnM = lnN+ a2(n- 2-M)

for M(n), with N and a as parameters, for each n. '

(15)

Figure 1 presents plots of this distribution for a mean
count of N-= 50, with various values of the log-intensity
standard deviation a. These results should describe the
photodetection statistics for single-mode-laser light
passing through the atmosphere.

For the case of chaotic radiation, the geometric dis-
tribution of the unmodulated light given in Eq. (4)
yields

qi(n,N)= (n-X)/(N+1),

q2(nN)= -(+ 1)n/(1N ± 1)2.

For each n, the equation to be solved for M is

lnM= lnN- 1a2+a2 (n-M)j(M+ 1)

(16)

(17)

(18)

and the corresponding counting distribution for chaotic
light passing through the atmosphere is approximately

p (n,a,N)

(14) [M/(M+1)] exp(- a2 [(M-n)/(M+1)]2 )
= . (19)

Inuen L(M t1Y-+a 4 (fll)MJ
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FIG. 2. Photoelectron-counting distributions for light from a
chaotic source after transmission through the atmosphere. The
level of turbulence is indicated by the logarithmic-irradiance
standard deviation o-. The mean count is NV = 50 for all cases shown.

Plots corresponding to those of Fig. 1, but for chaotic
radiation, are presented in Fig. 2.

III. DISCUSSION OF NOISELESS CASE

The over-all mean of the counting distributions
shown in Figs. I and 2 has been arbitrarily chosen to be
NV= 50; the general shape and behavior of the curves is
relatively independent Of N,+. The data have been given
for values of the log-intensity standard deviation of
a=-OS 0.5, 1, 1.5. The limit a= O corresponds to a
quiescent atmosphere, for which all atmospherically
imposed fluctuations disappear and the counting distri-
bution reverts to the undisturbed one. In Fig. 1, this is
the usual Poisson distribution that arises from a stable
source. As the strength of the atmospheric fluctuations
increases, the counting distribution gradually broadens
and the peak of the distribution shifts to a decreasing
count number n. For N/0= 50, the peak occurs at u= 50,
34, 1 1, and 2 for a= 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, respectively. At some-
what higher values of a-, the most likely count becomes
n = 0. The highest value indicated, a= 1.5, corresponds
to a strongly turbulent atmosphere. To make connec-
tion with experimental studies,'-' we note that
(71=4QzO), where Cl(p) is the log-amplitude two-point
covariance function; Cl(0) is the generally reported
variance. The dependence of Cl(0) on atmospheric
turbulence and on the parameters of a particular system
has been the subject of much debate and discussion.1-"
It seems clear from experiments. however. that this

variance saturates with increasing atmospheric turbu-
lence and is generally restricted to 0<C 1 (0)<0.6,
corresponding to 0Oa< 1.5. The apparent value of a in
an experiment also depends on the detector area; it has
been shown by Fried et al.2'3 to be a decreasing function
of receiver area. Under such aperture averaging, the
statistics for the amplitude-stabilized source appear to
remain log normal. However, in a different model for the
atmosphere, in which Rayleigh amplitude fluctuations
are imposed on amplitude-stabilized light traversing
it,' the irradiance distribution becomes Rice-Nakagami
rather than log normal. The corresponding photoelec-
tron-counting distribution has been considered previ-
ously in connection with laser studies,'3 ' 4"8 although it
has not been applied to photodetection through the
atmosphere. The fluctuations are less severe and the re-
sultant photoelectron-counting distributions less broad
and more concave downward than for the amplitude-
stabilized log-normal case. Details of these calculations
may be obtained in the literature and are not discussed
here.

The results for the chaotic source are given in Fig. 2.
They apply to thermal sources, free-running multimode
lasers, and single-mode laser light scattered from a rough
target,11 as in a laser radar, for sufficiently small detector
resolution time and area. For a= 0, viz., no log-normal
atmospheric scintillation, the counting statistics revert
to the Bose-Einstein distribution, a straight line in this
semilogarithmic plot. As a increases, the curvature of
the counting distribution becomes greater, thus empha-
sizing low and high counts at the expense of counts near
the mean. This is a result of the tendency of atmospheric
fluctuations to cause clusters of photons, few arriving
during times of destructive interference and many
during times of constructive interference. An analogous
effect occurs for deterministic modulation, where in-
creasing modulation depth causes the curvature to
increase.'8 Comparing the chaotic and stable sources,
the effect of the atmosphere on the counting distribu-
tion is smaller for the chaotic source, which has large
preexisting fluctuations, and therefore a broad counting
distribution, even in the absence of modulation. The
otherwise narrow, peaked Poisson distribution for the
stable source is altered considerably by the turbulence.
In fact, for high values of a-, the counting distribution
becomes relatively insensitive to the source statistics
and is determined primarily by those of the atmospheric
scintillations.

The preceding discussion is applicable for short count-
ing intervals, T<<Kr, T., and for a receiver area smaller
than the coherence area. As discussed in an earlier
paper,' for -r<<T<<Ta, fluctuations due to the source
are averaged out and the results are identical to those
given by Eqs. (14) and (15) for the stable source. This
is probably the condition most likely to be satisfied in
practice. In the opposite limit, r,<<T<<rc, only fluctua-
tions due to the source are observed and atmospheric
modulation need not be considered. Similarly, for
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7>>TCa T., no fluctuations are resolved by the detector,
and a simple Poisson distribution results. The counting
distribution for atmospherically disturbed chaotic light
with arbitrary r,/T (but still subject to T<<,,a or
T>>Ta) could be obtained by using the approximate
distribution of B6dard, Chang, and Mandel20 for this
case. In the usual experimental situation, Ta is of the
order of milliseconds and thus, for a reasonable bit rate,
T<<r,, which is the case to which we have primarily
addressed ourselves.

IV. DETECTION OF LIGHT WITH
ADDITIVE NOISE

Consider noise, in the form of background light,
entering the detector from sources independent of the
transmitter. We assume that the signal and noise beams
do not interfere and that their irradiances are therefore
additive. Under usual conditions, the ambient light has
a relatively large bandwidth, even as seen through a
narrow interference filter (> 1 A), and therefore has a
very short noise coherence time Tr.. If we assume that
T>r,,, then the rapid fluctuations of the noise will not
be seen. This sort of background light will therefore lead
to a Poisson distribution of photoelectron counts in the
absence of signal light. Furthermore, dark current is
also manifested bv a Poisson distribution and mav be
combined with that of the ambient light. The super-
position of the additive signal and noise contributions
yields a counting distribution expressible as the convolu-
tion of the individual counting statistics, ps and pv,

Ps+g(n,o+VA)

- 5 smuX/l+y]P7 ,71-y] (20)
rn-

where y is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This result
may also be obtained by viewing the additive noise as
the minimum effective exposure in Mandel's formula1 2;
i.e., shifting the probability density of the signal ex-
posure E by the average level of this noise.
k Figure 3 presents a plot of Eq. (20) for the particular
case of Poisson noise and a signal-counting distribution
obtained from a stable source whose light passes through
a moderately turbulent atmosphere, with o= 1. The
mean count remains the same, at N= 20, whereas the
relative contributions arising from signal and noise
change with the indicated SNR. For y= 0, the distribu-
tion is simply Poisson with a mean count of 20; in this
case all of the counts arise from noise. In the opposite
limit, for y= oo, the distribution is that obtained in the
noiseless case and is identical to that obtained from
Eqs. (14) and (15). As the SNR increases from zero,
the distribution gradually broadens, while its peak
shifts toward lower count number. The shape of the
curve for y= 4 is not very different from that at y = ox,
indicating that the detection process becomes relatively
insensitive to noise at even moderate SNR's.
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slower continuous-current experiments performed so
far. Thus, experimental verification of the results pre-
sented in this paper would not only validate the
assumed log-normal statistics, but might provide new
information.

To obtain the counting distributions, the averaging
integral in Eq. (6) has been evaluated by the saddle-
point method, involving the logarithmic derivatives of
the logarithm of the undisturbed counting distribution.
This yields reliable results whenever that distribution
has a well-defined peak. Clearly, the method must be
applied with appropriate care if multiple peaks in the
unperturbed counting distribution can yield more than
one stationary point in the integration. This can occur
when the source radiation is modulated. 1 8

We have specifically discussed the situation in which
background light entering the detector is independent
of, and does not interfere with, the signal light. Such
ambient light, along with detector dark current, will
usually give rise to a Poisson distribution of counts in
the absence of signal. More general situations can be
treated in a similar manner, however. If the counting
statistics for the background light are other than
Poisson, but still independent of the signal beam and
noninterfering, Eq. (20) still applies, but with the
appropriate noise-counting distribution pN. If the back-
ground light interferes with the atmospherically dis-
torted signal wave, and the beats fall within the detector
bandwidth, then the irradiance statistics at the detector
must be determined by adding electric fields rather than
irradiances. When the appropriate irradiance distribu-
tion for the combined background and atmospherically
distorted signal light is found, the usual Mandel
formula' may be applied. Other sources of noise, addi-
tive, independent, and noninterfering, may then be
accounted for by a convolution, as in Eq. (20). Several
recent treatments of cases involVing interference terms
have appeared'" 7 ; the effects of log-normal atmospheric
fluctuations on such radiation (e.g., from a non-ideal or
laboratory laser) are presently being investigated.

For experiments over large distances, and for ex-
tremely high turbulence levels, the SNR y is likely to
decrease because of increased background and stray
light entering the detector. A comparison of Fig. 3 with
Fig. 1 shows that the effect of decreasing the SNR is

similar to that of decreasing the log-irradiance standard
deviation a. Thus, recent evidence that oa appears to
drop below its saturation level for high turbulence and
long-path-length experiments, 6 may be more indicative
of an increased fraction of stray light entering the detec-
tor than of a decreasing below its saturation value. In
addition, the statistics would depart from log normal
under these conditions, possibly contributing to experi-
mentally observed deviations.

The ability to predict photoelectron-counting statis-
tics for radiant energy of general time variation passing
through the turbulent atmosphere extends the feasi-
bility of laser communications and radar to the regime
of low power levels or high sampling speeds, and may
suggest modulation schemes that could diminish some
of the effects of atmospheric turbulence.
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